Wordscapes level 5320 answers
Wordscapes level 5320 in the Bare Group and Desert Pack contains 17 words
and the letters IMPRSU making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 43 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 62,596 words and 256,852 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
RIM, RIP, RUM, SIM, SIP, SIR, SUM, UPS, IMP, SUP, PUS, SPUR, PRIM, RUMP, SUMP,
PRISM, PRIMUS.
The extra or bonus words are:
RIMU, UMS, MUS, PIUMS, RUMPS, IMPS, RUMS, URPS, SUMI, MUIR, PURISM, PIS, SPIM,
PURIS, PRIMS, PUR, URP, PIU, SUI, RISP, UMPS, MIPS, PURS, PIUM, RIMUS,
PURI, PIRS, MIRS, RIMS, RIPS, SRI, SMUR, PUIR, SIRUP, MUIRS, SMIR, UMP, PIR,
MIS, PSI, MIR, SIMP, ISM.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5320
RIM - An edge around something, especially when circular.
RIP - A tear (in paper, etc.).
RUM - A distilled spirit derived from fermented cane sugar and molasses.
SIM - A simulation.
SIP - A small mouthful of drink.
SIR - A man of a higher rank or position.
SUM - A quantity obtained by addition or aggregation.
UPS - Plural form of up.
IMP - To plant or engraft.
SUP - Supremum.
PUS - A whitish-yellow or yellow substance composed primarily of dead white blood cel
ls and dead pyogenic bacteria; normally found in regions of bacterial infection.
SPUR - A rigid implement, often roughly y-shaped, that is fixed to one's heel for pur
pose of prodding a horse. Often worn by, and emblematic of, the cowboy or the knight.

PRIM - To make affectedly precise or proper.
RUMP - The hindquarters of an animal.
SUMP - A hollow or pit into which liquid drains, such as a cesspool, cesspit or sink.

PRISM - A polyhedron with parallel ends of the same size and shape, the other faces b
eing parallelogram-shaped sides.
PRIMUS - One of the bishops of the Episcopal Church of Scotland, who presides at the
meetings of the bishops, and has certain privileges but no metropolitan authority.

